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ABSTRACT

Presented herein is a description of the process, methods, and techniques employed
to conduct a comprehensive environmental management assessment of environmental
waste management activities conducted by the Waste Management Department of
Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co., Inc. (REECo) at the Nevada Test Site (NTS)
using the draft ANSI/ASQC-E4 standard.

INTRODUCTION

The idea for such an assessment was initiated by directive of the Secretary, U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), to perform periodic self-assessments of environmental,
safety, and health operations and activities. Because there was a parallel self-
assessment being performed under the direction of the Office of Defense Programs of
DOE to assess compliance with the various DOE Orders, we decided to expand our
assessment scope to include the conformance to new and pending requirements for
environmental management and total quality management (TQM); i.e., the draft
ANSI/ASOC-E4 standard. This decision was based on the DOE Secretary's criteria
for self-assessment which calls for assessments to be performed against draft
standards when such standards represent best management practices or are likely to
become final standards.

PURPOSE

The purpose of our assessment was to determine not only the degree of compliance
with applicable policies and regulatory requirements, but also to determine our status
relative to EG&G/REECo TQM policies; new requirements of DOE 5700.6C (i.e.,
criteria 3 and 9); and ANSI/ASQC-E4, Quality Assurance Program Requirements for
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Environmental Programs. In essence, we conducted a management systems review;
i.e., the qualitative assessment of an organization to determine whether the prevailing
quality management structure, policies, practices, and procedures are adequate for
ensuring quality results.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

The purpose of our internal self-assessment actually evolved out of our long-term
planning activities. Long-term planning provides a framework for an annual
assessment program. The individual assessment assignments in the program must
be planned in detail.

We began the development of the Environmental Management Self-Assessment
Program by developing a strategy for design, development, and implementation. The
result of that effort was the following preface to the Self-Assessment Program:

Consistent with REECo Self-Assessment Program guidance,
Environmental Management will designate an independent Assessor, to
plan and coordinate the function's Self-Assessment Program. A charter
will be developed which outlines the roles for the Division Manager,
department managers, section chiefs, and the independent assessor. A
Self-Assessment Program will be prepared t© define the scope,
objectives, roles and responsibilities, schedules plans, procedures,
training, and reports.

The goal of the Environmental Management Self-Assessment Program is to be able to
certify that the service quality management system in each department and section is
both effective and efficient and wifl ensure that the service delivery system (all section
processes) will produce service products that conform to customer requirements at all
times. Service quality management is defined as the planning, leading, organizing,
and controlling of all quality assurance, quality control, and quality improvement
activities necessary to ensure that section processes will comply with requirements
and will produce service products that will conform to customer requirements at all
times. Total quality management is defined as a strategic, scientific, systematic,
innovative, and integrated management system designed to meet present and future
customer requirements.

The assessment strategy calls for the section chiefs and/or department managers to
perform continuous evaluation of operations on a weekly or monthly basis through
quality surveillances. The independent assessor will perform a comprehensive
assessment each quarter of approximately 25 percent of the organization's operations.
The quality, frequency, and depth of assessments will be based on the risk
(consequences and probability) of failure to achieve some critical characteristics of the
division's operations.



Personnel participating in self-assessment activities will receive training in the
principles and practices of auditing as well as in process and root cause analysis.

SELF-ASSESSMENT PLANNING

Once the basic goal, objectives, definitions, and strategy were outlined, we could then
proceed to the specific planning for our initial self-assessment.

To ensure the quality of the self-assessment (i.e., the validity, correctness, absence of
bias, and usefulness of the information in the assessment report), we decided to follow
the guidelines in ANSI/ASQC Q1-1986, Generic Guidelines for Auditing of Quality
Systems.

The client and the lead assessor selected a self-assessment team. The client formally
initiated the process by issuing the following information in a memorandum to the
sections and the self-assessment team members:

Consistent with the REECo Self-Assessment policy, an assessment of
Division's effectiveness in meeting the requirements of our DOE/Nevada
Field Office (NV) customers is planned for December 17, 18, and 19,
1991. The purpose is to not only verify compliance with applicable DOE
and REECo policies and requirements for environmental management at
the NTS, but also to identify and promote continuous improvement of
critical work process variables that influence key quality indicators.

The review will include all activities and practices of all sections of the
Environmental Management function. The self-assessment team will
select a specific scope on December 10,1991.

The attached "Assessment Plan" provides additional information.

Please be prepared to meet with the assessors on Tuesday, December
17,1991, at 9:00 a.m. and describe your section's mission, goals,
objectives, and various activities. Any questions may be directed to the
lead assessor, Gene Hampton, at 295-5859.

The following information was distributed as an attachment to the memorandum:

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SELF-ASSESSMENT PLAN

PURPOSE: To help sections achieve and maintain compliance with
applicable policies and requirements and to identify
actual or potential environmental problems; to identify



POLICY:

OBJECTIVE:

SCOPE:

AUTHORITY:

STANDARDS:

ASSESSORS:

SCHEDULE:

and promote continuous improvement of critical process
variables that influence key quality indicators.

It is the policy of REECo to periodically perform a
systematic, documented, and objective self-evaluation
of department operations and practices for compliance
with applicable policies and requirements.

To determine the degree to which the sections comply
with various applicable or relevant and appropriate
policies and requirements.

All policies, requirements, and responsibilities of
Operations, Special Projects, and Technical Support
Sections will be reviewed.

The Manager, Environmental Management, REECo.

DOE/ERWM Policy, EG&G/REECO Policy; DOE Orders
5700.6C, 1332.1 A, 1360.2A, 1430.1 A. 1540.2, 4700.1.
5000.3A, 5400.1, 5400.5, 5440.1C, 5480.3, 5480.7,
5480.11, 5481.1 B, 5482.1 B, 5483.1 A.5500.3A, 5820.2A;
Resource Conservation & Recovery Act; Clean Air Act;
Clean Water Act; Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act; Toxic Substances Control Act;
National Environmental Policy Act; and other DOE,
federal, and state of Nevada regulations for protection
of human health and the environment.

Wendy Boutcher, Brian Dozier, Byron Foster, Joyce Hill,
Carol MacLeod. Mike Noland. Julie Nusbaum. Steve
Okosisi, Greg Shott. and Gene Hampton.

Assessment Preplanning Meeting
Assessment Planning Meeting
Opening Meeting
Review Section Activities
Closing Meeting

December 10,1991
December 13,1991
December 17, 1991
December 17-19,1991
December 20, 1991

This was a fact-finding process, not a fault-finding exercise. Rather than compliance
and correction, the emphasis was on performance and prevention. The major goal
was to promote the strategic quality planning process, self-assessment process, and
continuous quality improvement process. Subsequent to the initial formal notification
and following the self-assessment team's planning, the lead assessor issued the



following notification of the scope and depth of the assessment in a memorandum
dated December 13, 1991:

As indicated in the Department Manager's memorandum, dated
December 5, 1991, the assessment of the Operations and the Special
Projects Sections will be conducted on Tuesday, December 17, 1991, in
Mercury, NV; the assessment of Technical Support Section will be
conducted on Wednesday, December 18, 1991, in Las Vegas, NV. The
schedule calls for an opening meeting with the Operations Section in
Area 5 at 9:00 a.m. and an opening meeting with the Special Projects
Section beginning at 1:00 p.m. Please be prepared to review the results
of any audits or assessments of your activities performed during the
calendar year.

The scope of the review will include the policies, requirements,
responsibilities, plans, procedures, and practices related to EG&G
Quality Policy, DOE Order 5820.2A, 5700.6C. and ANSI/ASQC E4. And,
as indicated in the minutes of the preplanning meeting, December 10,
1991, the specific objective will be to determine the degree of process
management, process performance measurement, and continuous
process improvement activities in the sections; i.e., to determine the
degree of TQM in practice.

For your general information, the "Performance Objectives and Criteria
for Evaluating DOE and Contractor Self-Assessment Programs" is
enclosed. As it develops, our Self-Assessment Program must meet this
standard. Also enclosed are copies of DOE's "Quality Principles" and
"Quality Policy" which reflect the intent of TQM.

The goal of the Waste Management Department Self-Assessment
Program is to be able to certify that each section's service quality
management system is both effective and efficient and will ensure that
the service delivery system (all section processes) will produce service
products that conform to customer requirements at all times.

ASSESSORS ORIENTATION AND TRAINING

Since this was a much different type of auditing process from the standard quality
control audits that most of us were familiar with, a large effort was made to ensure
that all of the assessors were sufficiently committed and motivated to perform the self-
assessmant. The following four summaries were developed to indoctrinate and train
the assessors.



1. Waste Management Department Self-Assessment Program

WHY? Well, one very good reason is the fact that it is one of the
requirements of the new DOE Order 5700.6C and the other is the fact
that the DOE Secretary directed it back in January of 1990. But, of
course, to do something simply because someone has ordered it to be
done is not a very good reason for doing so. No one learns anything
simply because someone has directed him or her to go to a class. We
learn because we want to - because it is in our best interest to do so.
And, I think that is the best reason for us to do the self-assessment -
because it will be beneficial to us as professionals in environmental
management.

If you saw the October 1991 issue of EGGINK and "Perspective" on
training, you probably noticed the statement by CEO, John Kucharski, on
the definition of a professional as "one who has an assured competence
in a particular field or occupation." The author, Peter Murphy, EG&G
Director of Training, went on to say, "In the rapidly changing competitive
environment of the 1990s, a professional can maintain competence, only
by continuously building on and developing his or her skills and abilities.
Professionals can be distinguished from others by their commitment and
dedication to improvement and development." This is the one great
reason why ! would like to participate in this self-assessment process.
It's a great way to build on and develop environmental skills and abilities.

WHAT? The Department Self-Assessment Program will be a critical, on-
going self-assessment process to identify actual or potential problems
and solve or prevent them. Our emphasis will be on process
improvement and problem prevention rather than on product inspection
and problem correction. So, while we must verify compliance with all
applicable DOE and regulatory requirements, we want to promote
process management and strategic quality planning, self-assessment,
and continuous process improvement in environmental operations.

HOV ? Well, first of all, we will utilize the participative management
approach in the planning and design of this Department Self-Assessment
Program. We must practice what we will promote. It has been well
established that the results achieved by a team are far greater than the
sum of the results achieved by each of the individuals. We will try to
demonstrate the benefits and values of the new methods and
techniques. For example, in the performance of the audits we will
conduct, we can make use of the process flow chart in making section
process analyses. As we conduct the assessments, v<e can establish
linkage between our process and the other processes in the Department.
In other words, w@ will make use of the various concepts of process
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management, continuous improvement, teamwork, and customer-supplier
partnerships.

Th© quality gurus say, "If you don't measure it, you can't manage it; if
you can't manage it, you can't improve it." They also say that "a quality
process will always produce a quality product." Therefore, fix the
process, not the product. We should keep that in mind, along with the
idea that the principal purpose of any audit is to improve performance.

The quality control experts say, "Before you attempt to solve a problem,
define it; before you try to control a process, understand it; and before
you try to control everything, find out what is important." Despite what
many would say, you can measure and improve administrative
processes, as M. Nash has pointed out in Quality Improvement in
Administrative Functions Through Process Analysis.

2. Waste Management Department TQM Assessment

Objective: To determine the degree of process management, process
performance measurement, and continuous process
improvement activities in the sections; i.e., determine the
degree of TQM in practice (are the structure, organization,
policies, practices, and procedures adequate for ensuring
that the TQM objectives are achieved?).

The basic and recurring theme of both the new DOE Order 5700.6C and
ANSI/ASQC-E4 is the old Doming P-D-C-A cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act).
You will see this reflected repeatedly throughout ANSI/ASQC-E4. And,
as the cover page of the announcement for the upcoming symposium on
TQEM indicates, P-D-C-A will be a common acronym in the very near
future. In addition to the P-D-C-A cycle, I think we will be hearing a lot
about the concept that all work is a process "which can be planned,
performed, assessed, and improved." That is the statement in the
introduction to DOE Order 5700.6C. And I think, also, because of the
EG&G/REECo commitment to TQM and continuous process
improvement, that we will constantly see and hear emphasis on the big
three: 1) the P-D-C-A cycle; 2) process management; and 3) emplovee
participation, the measure of TQM. This is so. because we will ccn. nue
to have management call for the highest quality service, at the lowest
cost, in the shortest time possible. TQM is recognized as the best way
to achieve this.

As many of us have already learned through REECo's Quality Education
System, quality is conformance to requirements. The aim is perfection



(zero errors), the system used is prevention, and the measurement is the
cost of quality. There will be a number of other new terms and
definitions to become familiar with as the journey to TQM continues;
terms such as customer's specification of requirements, process
management, process performance measurement, activity, task, process
flow chart, process quality indicators, process evaluation team, process
improvement team, section process model, service delivery system,
service product, and service quality management (SQM).

Let's keep in mind that the principal purpose of any audit is to improve
performance, and as the quality gurus say, "If you can't measure it, you
can't manage it; if you can't manage it, you can't improve it." They also
say," A quality process will always produce a quality product. Therefore,
fix the process, not the product."

The quality control experts say, "Before you attempt to solve a problem,
define it; before you try to control a process, understand it; and before
you try to control everything, find out what is important." Despite what
many would say, you can measure and improve administrative
processes, as M. Nash has pointed out in Quality Improvement in
Administrative Functions Throuoh Process Analysis.

So, then, the basic questions for any section might be:

1. What are your mission, goals, objectives and SQM Plan?
2. Who are your customers; what are your service products?
3. Are your service processes defined and documented; are

they measured and monitored for effectiveness and
efficiency?

3. TQM System Premises

All work is a process; a quality process will always produce a quality
product. Let's focus on the process, not the product. Plan the process,
process the plan. Everyone produces a product and everyone is
responsible for the quality of his/her product; therefore, everyone is a
process manager (a principle of TQM).

TQM is a management unification and organization integration process; it
unites all managers and integrates all employees in an organization in an
effort to improve all work processes. The measure of TQM is employee
participation.
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Barriers to successful TQM implementation are lack of policy,
organization (undetermined responsibilities, undefined management
systems, and inadequate communications.), and training. The whole
purpose of quality assurance is to prevent problems, identify and correct
them quickly If they should occur, and to determine and eliminate the
root cause.

Project management has always had the responsibility for dear definition
communication of requirements. It is also project management's
responsibility to identify potential problems and plan preventive action.

The process model worksheet is a good tool for planning and analyzing
any work process, activity, or task. Every job is a process; the process
model worksheet is a tool to help us clearly identify requirements.

It is virtually impossible to achieve conformance to customer
requirements at any time without a clear definition of requirements. It is
also virtually impossible to assure process quality without clear, definitive
plans for the activities and tasks within the process (unless there is .a
"quality plan" there is no need for quality verification).

History records that problems occurred because a critical activity was not
performed or because of failure to provide step-by-step criteria. The root
cause of project deficiencies is poor planning; a major cause of project
failure is poor communication among the participants. One of the
biggest problems which continually occurs in work processes is lack of
clear definition of requirements.

One way we can preclude this major problem and many others which
occur in our work processes is to develop a systematic way of doing our
work. We can use the method of process management (i.e., plan the
process, process the plan):

1. Identify customers (internal and external)
2. Clearly define the requirements (OUTPUTS or service

products)
a. Identify critical characteristics (features or attributes)
b. Define critical criteria (acceptance)
c. Determine critical activities

3. Define the process, activities, and tasks (process quality
plan)

4. Determine control points (measurements)
5. Verify /validate process quality (readiness review)
6. Operate and manage (continuous process

improvement)



a. Measure (assess)
b. Evaluate (analyze)
c. Improve (correct)

4. Waste Management Department Assessment Report Criteria

Copies of the assessment report should be sent to the managers of the
activities assessed and their supervisors. The assessment report should
contain the following elements:

1. Description of the assessment scope.
2. Identification of the assessors.
3. Identification of persons contacted during assessment

performance.
4. Summary of assessment results, including a

statement on the effectiveness of the section's
system elements which were examined.

5. Description of each reported adverse finding in sufficient
detail to enable corrective action to be taken by the
assessed organization.

The recommended format for the assessment report is:

1. introduction and/or Purpose (including dates, assessors,
and assessees)

2. Scope
3. Summary (including an "effectiveness assessment"

statement)2

4. Findings (recommendations)
5. Observations (recommendations)

For example, the goal of the assessment of the Special Projects Section
should be the very same as that of the Project Manager: to be abl i to
certify that the section's service quality management system will ensure
that the project processes (work activities) will produce valid, reliable
data that will provide the information required to determine whether the
disposal site will meet the performance objectives and regulatory
requirements.

2 A typical statement might say, "On the basis of th« objective evidence prosantod, and with th« exception of
tho findings described, the section has developed, documented, and implemented the necessary management systems
to achieve compliance with environmental regulatory requirements and performance objective*-*
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The primary result of our self-assessment planning was the development
of our checklists. To ensure a quality assessment and report, we
developed an extensive checklist under five categories of activities: 1)
Policies (Standards) & Planning, 2) Organization/Training, 3) Document
Control & Records, 4) Self-Assessment, and 5) Quality Improvement &
Process Management. The specific characteristics were taken from the
DOE Order 5700.6C and ANSI/ASQC-E4.

CONCLUSION

The result of the entire self-assessment process provad to be very constructive and
beneficial. The recommendations were very wall received by management. It
appears that our objective to provide a quality assessment report containing useful
information was achieved. Our assessment assignment was considered completed
upon the submission of the assessment report to our client. Since quality is defined
as conformance to customer requirements, it is imperative to start each work process
with a clear definition and communication of requirements. Hence, our one salient
recommendation was to develop and implement a formal mechanism (e.g., job plan) to
assure a clear definition and communication of requirements.

LESSONS LEARNED

First and foremost, there must be an established Environment, Safety, & Health
Division office for quality management assessment. Based on the General Manager's
and/or Executive Committee's policy statement, each division develops a system or
process to implement the stated policy. While each department can designate an
independent assessor, the individual sho ikJ be assigned to the division office of
quality management assessment. This appears to be consistent with the DOE
guidelines for organizational interfaces. During the preparation for the recent Waste
Management Department assessment, it became very clear that there was a potential
for conflict of interest which would not allow for independent examinations and
judgments. It was extremely difficult to conduct the assessment of the Department's
sections in a totally objective and impartial manner and without undue interference
because the lead assessor was also a member of one of the sections.

Another important lesson learned during the self-assessment process is that the goals
and objectives of the program should be communicated to all employees at all levels
of the organization. These individuals should be trained and encouraged to actively
participate in the program.

A third lesson learned during the assessment is one which many companies have
recently learned during their internal assessment processes: participation in the
assessment should be limited to the immediate supervisor of the auditee.
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The goals and objectives must emphasize the basic Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. We
should emphasize planning to ensure clear definition and understanding and
acceptance of requirements. This can be accomplished by ensuring that needs,
objectives, and vital requirements are clearly defined. We must also ensure '.hat
activities critical to meeting requirements and achieving objectives are performed by
implementing procedures to assure effective implementation of work processes;
assessing (measuring/evaluating) to improve; and improving by analyzing process
problems, identifying root causes, and eliminating root causes*

The principal purpose of the assessment should be to assure customer requirements
are met and to assure continuous performance improvement. The Environment,
Safety, & Health Division quality management system should emphasize three points:

1. Commitment to customer satisfaction and excellence in all Environment,
Safety, & Health Division operations.

2. Customer-centered culture of continuous quality improvement.

3. Work environment that encourages all employees to participate in
continuous improvement of all work processes.

The Environment, Safety, & Health Division quality management system should make
sure the basic problems do not exist; i.e., lack of policy, organization, and training. It
should also attempt to provide answers to the question, "How do you prevent process
problems, continuously improve processes, and assure performance objectives and
standards are met?"

It is most important that a TQM or total service quality management system provide
for a minimum of seven (7) basic elements: leadership, customer focus, continuous
improvement, participation, teamwork, fact-based decisions/actions, and customer-
supplier partnerships.

A continuous quality improvement system requires strong leadership at all levels in the
organization. Only leaders who have a clear concept of what total quality means can
empower their people to work toward this vision. Program/project managers must be
able to clearly communicate what needs to be done and why.

DISCLAIMER

wmmss
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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